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About This Game

An immersive, animated VR film. Crafted by the artists, animators and storytellers of Penrose Studios, “The Rose And I” is
about loneliness, friendship, love, and loss. Come meet a lonely Rose living in the unlikeliest of places, and join her as she

transports you to a brand new universe.
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This game seems far too unfinished:
- The rooms' layouts repeat all the time. A game like Binding of Isaac has hundreds of different rooms, this game on the other
hand, must have about a dozen per level.
-There are less than a dozen different enemies in the entire game and they are extremely generic and boring.
- Items are incredibly underwhelming and the only difference in different play sessions come from which character you select to
play as.
- Bombs, keys and gold are all horribly implemented.

To summarize: the game needs a lot of work to be interesting, it needs more enemies, items, bosses and reasons to play it.

What really bothers me about the game is that it clearly draws inspiration from Binding of Isaac (it has an item named Crying
Baby Friend that is an obvious reference to Isaac) and yet manages to miss all the reasons that make BoI fun to play.

PS: this game has been abandoned by the developers, they are currently developing another "roguelike" game.. The best drug
trip of my life. The final area runs like absolute garbage though, so much that I had to use lowest settings. good game overall..
Despite the hours I've invested in the game, I can't recommend it in any way.

WHAT TO DO
Shooting zombies. And shooting zombies. And shooting zombies. End of the game. Seriously, I could have not expected
more, but after the first hour of gameplay I have seen everything this game has to offer, from weapons to different
types of zombies. And boredom comes shortly after;

WHAT TO SEE
Very, very little. Cartoonish graphic seems more a choise to avoid more work than something implemented with certain
criteria: basic textures, minimal and uttely ugly map design, zero spercial effect (I have seen better fire in a 10 y\/o
drawing);

WHAT TO HEAR
Decent soundtracks, I concede it. That said, the other sound effects go from the tragic (main menu, zombies' moans,
etc.), to the mediocre (weapons' shooting effetcs).

HOW TO PLAY
YOU SPIN ME ROUND, ROUND, BABY ROUND ROUND....This could had been the song of this game. The
gameplay can be sum up in one sequence: start the mission - grab a weapon - run in circle lighting up zombies -
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shoot'em up to increase multiplier - repeat until you die. That's all. Sometimes some food or other power ups will drop
from zombies, but nothing incredible.

WHERE TO DO
In a few, selected small maps. That's why your only choise is to run in circle: there's no damn space to move!!!!

So, a few guidelines if you saw this game in the store. Avoid it at full price, 100% guaranteed you won't lose anything.
Even during sale, I dare to advice. When it had been released, this game probably was already outdated, and now
there's simply no space for him in a videogames library.. CHARLIE DON'T SURF!. Most peaceful game EVER!
Lulled me to sleep almost, but that may have been the vodka, beer, and cannabis.. Honestly, I find this content not
worth it's price tag. Don't get me wrong, the content is great however, it is too little for it's price. Furthermore, it is
$1.00 cheaper than it's original game, I see no reason why to make it cost so much yet so little contents to play around
with.

The class this DLC offers is really strong and it is really fun. Also, with the new bosses and relics, alongside the new act
and the awesome quests, you would be out of your mind not to own this DLC if you really love the game.

I recommend this DLC, too little for its price but the awesomeness kind of pays for it. Also, if you're deciding on which
DLC to get, between this and Karp Of Doom, I would say this should be the one to get as the character is more solid to
play with and not to mention the content difference for the same price.. Sadly I used the stratagram for three missions
that i was soloing to get a hang for the call. I really like how forgiving it is when your target moves away from the
beacon and how fast it comes down, but I would watch the shells come down. and all of the shells made contact but only
rarly did they kill or even damage the cyborg tanks. The shots would fall on its head and nothing o.o that was so
frustraighting that i just went back to using my air strikes. Alright, just so you know what you are getting yourself
into, I've played way too many fighting games to count, I love combo crazy and challenging beat em ups and hack and
slash games such as God Hand, but there's nothing I love more than when a game gives you so much freedom to release
the combo cancelling \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 in yourself.

Fairy Bloom Freesia in short is literally like taking: Super Smash Bros or Kirby's simple controls (or Project M turbo
mode in general); general things we fighting gamers love in fighting games (cancel combos, parries, etc); Devil May
Cry\/Bayonetta with its combo craziness of aerial raves, jump cancelling, dodge canceling, air dash cancelling; and then
taking God Hand's customization of the moveset and its experimental ways of combos and cancels. Put all these into
one, and you get Fairy Bloom Freesia

Similar to God Hand, the story doesn't necessarily take itself to serious as they make jokes to some popular memes and
even stereotypes of characters commonly found in games occasionally. There are even some achievements that are
callouts to other game franchises such as Devil May Cry like the Aerial Rave achievement. In fact, even most of the
design in the game isn't anyhting to crazy in terms of backgrounds and stages because the concentration is all on you
having fun and exploiting the gameplay mechanics to your advantage, just the way God Hand did. This game literally
wants to have fun with the freedom it gives you to make plenty of dream combos.

The stage design of the game kinda takes a little bit from Smash Bros being a small arena that monsters spawn in with
some platforms here and there that you can jump on. While some backgrounds look pretty, you'll notice some repeated
objects or just nothing much because the game wants to keep you in the moment of the fight. These stages will be
repeated an amount of times, (5 I think), before you fight the boss of the section which can prove challenging if you
don't practice up on your just guards, dodges, and cancels (not cancelling out of moves can leave you open sometimes.)

The controls are very simple to grasp and work flawlessly with the game....especially when you cancel them combos.
Just don't be afraid to experiment. Moves don't always have to chain into another move, you can chain straight into a
dodge if you need to keep yourself from getting attacked.

Rpg elements are included in the game in which you level up getting experience from defeating monster, and also gain
mana which can be used to upgrade your normal moveset, gain special moves that can be set to your special attack
directions, and passive abilities such as HP boost, berserker (probably super armor), and reducing how much guard
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crush guage is filled when attacked. Stats also increase with each level up, though, whether the stats gained are random
or not, that I cannot confirm.

This is honestly a great game to unwind and relax with especially for fighting game, beat em up, and hack n slash
lovers. The freedom of being able to just go wild and make long cancel combos is just a beautiful dream. However,
there is one flaw with the game in which the combo meter does not go away after you stop attacking and even if you get
hit in the middle of a combo. It lasts about 5 seconds before it actually leaves. This in a way is a flaw but almost seemed
necessary to reach the 1000 hit combo achievement for those who can't "dante must die" the game. It also make its
possible to get a pretty high score through less effort for veterans of these games, though, sometimes you'll drop said
combo trying to reach a far off enemy. This hardly affects the gameplay otherwise.

If this game is on sale...do not hesitate to buy it. heck, even if it wasn't on sale, the demo would have convinced me to
buy it full price. But what really sold me, because I'm Captain Sheepy...is that "Tetsuzanko" Is a special ability. (Akira
Yuki's back strike....Bayonetta?...Yun from Street Fighter 3?....Kyo Kusanagi? Paul Phoenix?...you know, what people
call the shoulder charge?). For a $2.49 purchase price it wasn't too bad. After clearing the stages I didn't have any
desire to go back and replay, perhaps if I had the option of running vs AI bikes or online people at the same time
(onscreen) it'd have been a different scenario but as it stands, it was a purchase I could have gone without.

The gameplay is tight but there are moments of "UGH I WILL DESTROY YOU." There are some physics
exaggeration but that is to be expected for a title like this to work and be successful. While they are exaggerated they
do make sense. The audio is quite repetitive and the music, oh the music... I'd have preferred being able to load my own
music instead of listening to the garbage. I turned it off.

In the end I can't recommend this game because there are newer editions out that *should* feature the onscreen
multiplayer I mentioned.
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Mature writing and great acting. Lamenting loss and love at middle age. Am authentic connection between fragile and flawed
people with troubled pasts too cautious to make anything more out of it than it is. A birhgt moment in an otherwise resigned
existence in two lonely people. The end was bittersweet and all too true.. At first game seems difficult but it's only because it
does exceptionally terrible job at explaining how to play.

Once you get the idea it's a walk in the park:
* there is one solution that fits all puzzles with slight modification.
* you don't even need all the blocks: i have no idea what "delta" block does but i have completed the game without using it even
once.

The above two points make it apparent that there is something wrong with the puzzles. Like there were no effort to make them
"puzzly" but an effort was made to increase puzzle count just for the puzzle count. Maybe player is not restricted enough, maybe
each block must have "max use" count or something.

Also it's pretty short but it's a 1$ game so that is to be expected.. Game is far too much fun, a proper slaughter grind game, I
cant turn it off.. I beat the game in 64 minutes on my first run.

More:
There is no reason to ever purchase anything other than the maximum priced stock you can afford.
There is a grid placement system which leads me to think that tactical placement will be required, but I didn't find placement
variations to be rewarding enough to bother with (or notice the impact of).
The new day screen interrupts gameplay and offers nothing of value to make up for this. The profit number doesn't count stock
that you bought and haven't sold yet, so expect the number to be completely useless in determining how much you actually
made. (Not that I'd want to stop gameplay to see daily profits anyways. This can be a number stuffed in a corner for those
interested.)
. Great Game! I really liked the exploration aspect of the game and the atmosphere was very immersive. Thanks for adding the
teleportation option, it seems like you guys are really listening to the users! Keep up the great work and I'm looking forward to
play Trespass Episode 2!
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